Full house of 75 attends CFPA’s Membership Renewal Gathering on 3/31/19, with three nuclear experts presenting, and extensive coverage in area media.

CFPA co-sponsors Empower NJ Forum calling for moratorium in fossil fuel infrastructure on Earth Day, 4/22/19, with Rev. Bob Moore as panelist and about 50 attendees.

CFPA mobilized in support of Resolution advocating the UN’s Nuclear Ban Treaty and other measures to reduce the danger of nuclear war, in NJ Assembly on 5/23/19, which is approved by vote of 56 yes, 3 no.

CFPA spearheads Pennsylvania Nuclear Ban Alliance Conference attended by 75 at U. Penn on 9/19/19.

39th Annual Membership Dinner on 6/2/19, keynoted by Amb. Syed Mousavian, former Spokesperson for Iran in nuclear negotiations; and honoring Dr. Zia Mian, long time South Jersey Coordinator Norm Cohen, & NJ Assembly Speaker Lou Greenwald draws full house of 150 at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Some 80 faith leaders from across the US attend CFPA Organizing Conference challenging Drone Warfare from September 27-29 at Princeton Theological Seminary. Monthly follow-up calls to support participants to organize in faith community in their areas begin on November 5.

40th Anniversary Conference and Multifaith Service for Peace headlined by Jim Wallis of Sojourners on November 10, 2019 in Princeton draws over 600 attendees.

CFPA’s Ceasefire NJ Project spearheads passage of six new gun safety laws in NJ in 2019, building on the eight passed in 2018—more than any other state in the nation!

In response to US drone killing of top Iranian general and greatly increased threat of war with Iran, CFPA spearheads Emergency Rally for Diplomacy, Not War with Iran, attended by 300 on January 11, 2020.

CFPA co-sponsors annual Martin Luther King Multifaith Commemoration Service with about 500 diverse attendees, on 1/20/20 in Princeton.

CFPA Pennsylvania Office Director Ed Aguilar and Rev. Bob Moore speak on From Nuclear Madness to a Green Peace Economy to 75 at Ethical Culture Society of Philadelphia on 3/8/20; YouTube video posted.

Team of CFPA Experts and Organizational leaders present first of three 90-minute Candidate Briefings to candidates in NJ Primaries starting on 3/9/20. Recording of one, along with completed Candidate Questionnaires later posted on CFPA web site.

As part of its No Wars, No Warming Campaign, CFPA co-organizes two Virtual Presentations on Earth Day’s 50th Anniversary on April 22, with over 250 attending!